
The Impact of SEC Rule 15c2-11
 

Amended SEC Rule 15c2-11, which went into effect in September
2021, had a positive impact on value and liquidity, according to a

study by Oxford Metrica.

https://www.otcmarkets.com/files/OxfordMetricaOTCMarketsJuly2022Final.pdf

Viscount Mining Corp. (OTCQX: VLMGF and TSXv: VML) is a Silver-Gold Explorer focused on
demonstrating district scale potential on their 2 flagship projects in the historic mining districts at
Silver Cliff, Colorado and Cherry Creek, Nevada. Their Silver Cliff Project has year round paved road
access, and covers 944 hectares within Colorado’s historic Hardscrabble Silver District, where high
grade silver, gold and base metal production has previously occurred. Viscount based on local
historical info, has consolidated sole ownership here over the past 5 years. For example, between
1967 and 1984, substantial exploration for the purpose of defining mineral inventories occurred.
Major explorers were Freeport, Hecla, Homestake, Moly Corp, Coca Mines and Tenneco
Minerals who between 1987 and 1990 completed a feasibility study for open pit mining of silver at
the Kate Deposit. Their plans included a $35M USD Milling Operation but the decision was reversed
in 1991 when the parent was sold and the new owners divested their mineral interests.

Viscount’s 2023 goals at Silver Cliff include updating a revised NI-43-101 Report on the Kate Silver
Deposit, with continued drilling to follow. This past summer, Quantec Geoscience’s 5-line TITAN MT
survey indicated a significant geophysical foot print believed to be a large porphyry mineral
system. Viscount’s Geologists and Quantec Geoscientists recommend a drill program of up to
20,000 feet because a deposit with this large scale size and its extremely low resistivity, is likely
explained by a huge system of interconnected mineralized fractures.  The main body of the
conductive anomaly starts at a depth of 450 meters and continues another 1.5 km, maybe deeper
as this was the extent of the MT survey depth capability. The length of the anomaly is 1.4 km in the
SW-NE direction with a width of at least 700 meters and an open interpretation to the untested
NW.  This represents a total volume of over 665,000,000m 3.  Quantec stated that survey results
provided one of the lowest resistivity anomalies they have ever seen. Passiflora is a volcano
caldera as is Newmont’s Cripple Creek Colorado Mine, which is 82 miles away.

The Cherry Creek Project is located approx. 50 miles NNE of the town of Ely, in White Pine County,
Nevada over 7,000 hectares. There are 20 past producing mines here now assembled under single
ownership for the first time ever. Viscount have acquired all rights by purchasing from owners the
patented claims which allow them the exclusive rights, to prospect and explore for, mine by
underground or open pit methods, mill, prepare for market, store, sell and dispose of all ores and
minerals on or under the described. On Jan 6, 2021, an earn-in agreement was signed with a wholly
owned subsidiary of Centerra Gold Inc. (TSX: CG & NYSE: CGAU). Mark Abrams, Director and VP of
Exploration at Viscount, stated: “Cherry Creek is one of the few remaining under- explored mining
districts with geological attributes to the formation of both those in production at nearby Kinross’s
Bald Mountain Mine, and Newmont’s Long Canyon Mine. We are excited to have Centerra bring
their exploration and financial strength and join us in exploring the Cherry Creek project.” 

For further information visit: www.viscountmining.com  As well, please see their new DD/Q&A Telegram
Group that includes Photos, maps, and more. Here is the link: https://t.me/G9nuGF8gil82NWMx
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Argentum 47 Inc. (OTC PINK: ARGQ) is a diversified holding company headquartered in the UK with market
positions in the United Kingdom, United States, and Europe. The Company is engaged in three primary

business industries: Technology, Web Based Services,
and Marketing Solutions.

 
Technology offering includes proprietary AI (artificial intelligence) solutions for reducing

advertisement spend and competitor analysis.
 

Web Based Services include data management, analytics reporting, and competitor
research analysis.

 
Marketing Solutions provide a comprehensive suite of B2B and B2C lead generation

marketing tools, ranging from brand awareness tools, like ads, to organic online search
and conversion tools, like purchases and bookings.

Company Highlights
• Leader in utilizing disruptive marketing solutions with proprietary AI and automation

technologies to support customers in their marketing journey
• Rapidly growing market expected to double in size to $14 billion by 2032

• Blue Chip customer base
• Positioning to meet demand for Marketing-as-a-Service (MaaS) that provides clients

with more comprehensive service offerings
• Recurring revenue business model, expect to be completely SaaS in 2023

• Highly experienced management team
 

Technology
• Our proprietary artificial intelligence (AI) technology creates campaigns at a fraction of

the cost of a third-party service or conventional marketing strategies. Argentum’s AI
technology establishes its own advertising spending benchmark relative to direct
competitors, allowing us to more effectively target and outspend them, ultimately

reaching a larger audience for less.
 

Check out our corporate site: https://www.argq.io and twitter: https://twitter.com/Argentum47inc

Blue Chip Customer Base

https://www.argq.io/
https://twitter.com/Argentum47inc


www.pharmagreen.ca

Pharmagreen Biotech, Appoints Tyrell Crosby, a Professional Athlete, as Its Honorary Sports Ambassador
 

Mr. Tyrell Crosby, a professional NFL player, has joined the Pharmagreen team to be an Honorary Sports
Ambassador for Pharmagreen’s MaxGenomic™  Supplement product line. Tyrell will attend gatherings, trade shows,
and other scheduled events selected by Pharmagreen, and will provide his endorsement of MaxGenomic™ products

on various online social media platforms. As a professional athlete, Mr. Crosby is acutely aware of the need for
mind and body wellness in dealing with injuries, rehabilitation, and recovery on a constant basis.  

 
Nutraceutical supplements have long been a part of Tyrell’s wellness regimen, and Pharmagreen’s MaxGenomic™
Supplement is exactly formulated to support continued health in the face of body and mind stresses in everyone’s
life, from the top performing athlete to the everyday individual. Pharmagreen’s proprietary blend is unique to the

market, a nutrigenomic supplement for the utmost mind and body experience. Nutrigenomics, or nutritional
genomics, concerns the relationship between nutrients, diet, and genetic expression. Pharmagreen created this new
line of genomic supplements because health and wellness start on the cellular level. MaxGenomic™ Supplement will
be available for purchase soon through Shopify, Amazon, other third-party online outlets, and the Company’s own

pending online store.
 

According to Zion Market Research, the nutraceutical industry is growing quickly, with sales expected to reach
nearly $750 billion by 2028, representing a compound annual growth rate of 8.8% over the next six years. As the

consumer knowledge base of the tremendous wellness benefits from medicinal plants and fungi keeps expanding,
so does the demand for such organically derived supplement products. 

Pharamagreen is currently producing its first supply of MaxGenomic™ Supplement enteric capsules at a cGMP
certified production facility in the U.S. All organic plant and fungi biomaterial is tested and certified for its

contaminant-free content, and a certificate of analysis is matched with the suppliers.
 

Mr. Tyrell Crosby commented, “After having the opportunity to sample the MaxGenomic™ Supplement and making
it part of my everyday wellness program, I knew Pharmagreen was onto something great. Nutraceutical products

are very important supplements for all athletes serious about their performance and everyday body and mind
balance. This is what I get with MaxGenomic™, and I am excited to be involved with Pharmagreen to help the

company grow its business.”
 

Mr. Ethan Styles, Pharmagreen’s V.P. of Product Research and Development stated, “The MaxGenomic™ formulation
is designed for individuals’ overall wellness and it gives me great pleasure and satisfaction when I hear such an

enthusiastic endorsement from a top professional athlete such as Tyrell Crosby using our product and experiencing
the benefits and spreading the word. Nutrigenomics is an emerging and fascinating science on the cutting edge of

our knowledge of human health and I am really excited to bring these unique combinations to market.”
 

Peter Wojcik, CEO of Pharmagreen, stated, “Our partnership with Tyrell Crosby, a professional athlete dedicated to
his own health and wellness as well as to others’ wellbeing, is a great opportunity to have our product represented
by a conscientious and knowledgeable brand ambassador. Hearing Tyrell talk about how MaxGenomic™ helps him
with his wellness has been a validating experience for our team as we develop nutrigenomic products designed to
bring balance and health to people’s lives. We are very excited to be launching this product with Tyrell’s help and

endorsement.”
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pharmagreen.ca/
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Stock market investing is inherently risky. The Wall
Street Stock Report is not responsible for any gains
or losses that result from the opinions expressed

in this newsletter, in its research reports, company
profiles, or in other Investor Relations materials or
presentations that it publishes electronically or in

print. We strongly encourage all investors to
conduct their own research before making any
investment decisions. For more information on
stock market investing, visit the Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) at www.sec.gov

Investment Disclosures: 

www.wallstreetstockreport.com

http://www.sec.gov/
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This newsletter was paid for and sponsored by Milestone
Management Services & Belman Consulting. 

PHBI: Milestone Management Services has agreed to a 12-month
renewal dated 9/15/2022. The consulting agreement calls for

compensation of 2.5 million restricted 144 shares of PHBI

ARGQ: Milestone Management Services has agreed to a 100-day
consulting agreement dated 12/19/2022. The agreement calls for

compensation of 500,000 restricted 144 shares of ARGQ.

VLMGF: Belman Consulting has agreed to a 90-day consulting
agreement dated 12/7/2022. The agreement calls for compensation

of $3,500 USD per month.

.
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